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Abstract We conducted delay time tomography of the upper mantle beneath the northwestern Pacific using P data from NorthEast China Extended Seismic Array, F-net, and nearby available stations. To improve resolution and accuracy in the vicinity of mantle discontinuities, we extracted traveltimes of both initial and secondary phases observed at triplication distances by using a waveform fitting technique. Compared with the model obtained by using only the initial phase, the resolution just above the 410 km discontinuity is especially improved, and low-velocity anomalies beneath the Changbai Volcano are clearly observed down to the 410 km discontinuity. Compared with previous models, low-velocity anomalies atop the 410 are more pronounced. The results of this study together with the previous receiver function analysis provide further support that we have hot material beneath the Changbai Volcano.

1. Introduction
Structures associated with subduction zones have been extensively studied by seismic tomography. Many high-resolution models have been obtained using body waves [e.g., Fukao et al., 2001; Gorbatov and Kennett, 2003; Li and van der Hilst, 2010; Zhao, 2012; Wei et al., 2012] and surface waves [e.g., Yoshizawa et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2011] for the northwestern Pacific region as well as other subduction zones. The deeper structures (such as those in the transition zone) have been primarily constrained by delay time tomography of body wave traveltimes, and the resultant models have contributed considerably to our understanding of subduction dynamics [e.g., Fukao et al., 2001, 2009]. However, the existence of triplicated phases (caused by mantle discontinuities) appears to be one of the most significant obstacles to further progress [e.g., Tajima and Grand, 1995]. Even if multiple phases are expected to simultaneously arrive at a single station, in conventional tomography, usually only one traveltimes is used without deliberate attempts at phase associations. This approach degrades the resolution and the accuracy of the obtained models, especially in the vicinity of mantle discontinuities.

To overcome these problems, several efforts have been made. For shorter-period analysis, numerous studies [e.g., Grand and Helmberger, 1984a, 1984b; Tajima and Grand, 1995, 1998; Tajima et al., 2009] have obtained structure models by trial and error through comparison of detailed features of observed and synthetic seismograms for triplicated phases. Gao et al. [2006] conducted waveform inversion of triplicated P and S waves after careful data processing. These approaches are useful for obtaining insight into the structural features in the studied region, but the systematic and quantitative retrieval of structural information from these approaches appears to be limited owing to the relatively large cost for analysis and the assumption of lateral homogeneity for each subregion. For longer-period analysis, Fuji et al. [2010] conducted systematic waveform inversion using a large amount of triplicated SH waveform data. Stähler et al. [2012] computed finite frequency kernels for frequency-dependent traveltimes of composite waveforms of triplicated P that are applicable to the inversion of traveltimes measured by using a cross-correlation
technique. However, these approaches suffer from limited spatial resolution. Efforts to extend methods for longer-period analysis to shorter-period analysis are in progress [e.g., Fuji et al., 2012].

In this study, we achieve systematic, quantitative, and higher-resolution structural inversion by extending conventional delay time tomography. We measure onset times to both initial and secondary phases of triplicated \( P \). In most conventional methods, we pick onset times of various phases. To resolve difficulties for handpicking emergent onsets, we sometimes measure arrival times using the cross-correlation technique [e.g., Woodward and Masters, 1991]. In such conventional methods, problems emerge when multiple phases overlap each other. Garcia et al. [2004] and Iritani et al. [2010] have developed a method for measuring differential traveltimes of overlapping core phases observed by seismograph arrays. Their method is based on waveform fitting and is applicable to overlapping phases. Because our primary interest is to study upper mantle structure, we extend their method to the triplication phases caused by upper mantle discontinuities. We slightly modify their method to enable the measurements of absolute traveltimes rather than differential traveltimes.

The applicability of these methods depends on the availability of array data. From 2009 to 2011, we deployed the broadband seismic array NECESSArray (NorthEast China Extended SeiSmic Array) in Northeast China [e.g., Grand et al., 2006]. In the Japanese Islands, we use the dense broadband array F-net [Okada et al., 2004]. We extracted traveltimes of triplicated \( P \) in these array data together with other available data (data from nearby Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) GSN stations). We then conducted delay time tomography to determine the three-dimensional \( P \) structures of upper mantle beneath the northwestern Pacific. We discuss the correlations between the distributions of the off-arc volcanoes in Northeast China and heterogeneous structures beneath them.

2. Method for Measuring Traveltime of Triplicated Phases

If we have array data and focus on one particular phase, we expect that all stations should record essentially identical waveforms after corrections for attenuation. We also expect that different phases (e.g., PKPab, PKPbc, and PKPdf) should have more or less identical waveforms after corrections for attenuation and \( \pi/2 \) phase shifts for retrograde branches [Choy and Richards, 1975]. Using these assumptions, Garcia et al. [2004] and Iritani et al. [2010] synthesized seismograms by introducing several parameters (such as arrival times, amplitudes, and a reference waveform). They then determined optimal parameters to minimize the misfit between the observed and synthetic seismograms. To avoid problems associated with local minima, they used simulated annealing (SA) in the optimization. They applied the above method to measure differential arrival times and differential attenuation parameters of core phases. In this study, we slightly modify their formulation to enable measurements of absolute traveltimes of triplicated \( P \).

2.1. Parameterization

We focus on array waveform data for one event. We synthesize the seismogram for the \( i \)th station, \( u^{(i)}(t) \), as follows:

\[
u^{(i)}(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{3} w^{(i)}(t) A_j(t) f(t - t_j^{(i)}),
\]

where \( f(t) \) is the reference waveform, \( A_j \) and \( t_j \) are the amplitude and the arrival time of the \( j \)th phase, respectively, and \( w^{(i)}(t) \) is the weighting factor, which is either 1 or 0. Because of existence of the 410 and 660 km discontinuities, multiple phases simultaneously arrive at a single station (Figure 1). In this study, we take the following three phases into account: the AB (\( j = 1 \), CD (\( j = 2 \), and EF (\( j = 3 \) branches in the traveltime curves shown in Figure 1a. They correspond to direct \( P \) waves bottoming in the upper mantle, the transition zone, and the lower mantle (Figure 1b). B and D are the points where \( P \) bottoms just above the 410 km and the 660 km depth, respectively, and C and E are the points where \( P \) bottoms just below the 410 km and the 660 km depth, respectively.

In the formulation of equation (1), we introduced several approximations. Following the method of Garcia et al. [2004] and Iritani et al. [2010], we introduce the following approximations: (1) we ignore the branches turning at the discontinuities (in this study, BC and DE in Figure 1); (2) we ignore the finite frequency effects (such as the phase shifts and the existence of diffracted waves) in the vicinity of the cusps (in this study, B, C, D, and E in Figure 1); and (3) we ignore the differential apparent velocity between the direct and the depth.
Figure 1. (a) Typical P traveltime curve for shallow events. Shown are traveltime curves for an event at 10 km depth and for the AK135 structural model [Kennett et al., 1995]. (b) Raypaths of the AB, CD, and EF branches at 20° for an event at 10 km depth.

phases for shallower events. Approximation (3) means that the contributions of depth phases to the AB, CD, and EF branches are not explicitly included by \( j \) but implicitly included in \( f(t) \) in equation (1). The reference waveform \( f(t) \) is therefore the overlapping waveforms of direct and depth phases. The reliability of these approximations has been discussed in Iritani et al. [2010].

In this study, we further introduced the following approximations: (4) we ignore the effects of differential \( t^* \) (attenuation) and (5) we ignore the contribution of phases whose waveforms are not clearly confirmed by visual inspection. The former approximation is justified by considering that the synthetic differential \( t^* \) computed for the preliminary reference Earth model (PREM) [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] is 0.02 at most. The latter approximation means that we set the weighting factor \( w_j^{(i)} \) in equation (1) to 0 when the corresponding phase cannot be confirmed in the record section. In our experience, the traveltime measurements are not stable without this approximation.

2.2. Optimization

Following the method of Garcia et al. [2004] and Iritani et al. [2010], we determine the optimal parameters \( A_j^{(i)} \), \( t_j^{(i)} \), and \( f(t) \) in equation (1) to minimize the L1 norm of the residuals:

\[
\sum_i \int |d_i^{(i)}(t) - u_i^{(i)}(t)| \, dt, 
\]

where \( d_i^{(i)}(t) \) is the observed waveform for the \( i \)th station. The optimization scheme is the same as that used in Iritani et al. [2010] except for the points described below.

To stabilize the problem, we introduced the following two additional constraints. We first checked the record section, and, for each station (i.e., for each waveform trace), we a priori specify the sequence of the phases appearing in the trace. The identification is based on visual inspection. The imposed constraint on \( t_j^{(i)} \) is

\[
t_h^{(i)} < t_j^{(i)},
\]

if we initially identify the \( j_1 \)th phase to be earlier than the \( j_2 \)th phase.

The other constraint is for minimizing the trade-off between the arrival times \( t_j^{(i)} \) and the reference waveform \( f(t) \). Equation (1) shows that we have a trade-off between origin time of \( f(t) \) (or shift in \( t \)) and a systematic shift in \( t_j^{(i)} \). The optimal \( t_j^{(i)} \) can therefore have common offset (for all \( i \) and \( j \)) compared with actual arrival times, and this is why previous studies [Garcia et al., 2004; Iritani et al., 2010] could discuss only differential traveltimes. For removing this offset to enable measurements of absolute traveltimes, we use traveltime data of 1 Hz because we want to obtain velocity models at a reference period of 1 Hz. We first handpick
In the actual optimization, we assume \( f \) in the next subsection. Should analyze waveforms of 1 Hz to obtain travel times of 1 Hz. In some problems (including analyses of polynomial functions, which best explain the handpicked onset times, as a function of distance; we then determine the optimal parameters to the approach used in the previous studies [Kennett et al., 1995]. Red, green, and purple circles denote the measured arrival times for AB, CD, and EF branches, respectively. The measured arrival times are plotted only when the estimated errors are within the threshold. (b) The same as Figure 2a except that the waveforms are for the event on 01:02:16 on 18 January 2010 in the Kuril Islands region (\( M_w = 5.6; 7 \) km depth).

\[ \sum_j \sum_i r_i^{(j)}(s_j^{(i)} - s_j^{(i)}) = 0. \] (4)

where \( s_j^{(i)} \) is the handpicked onset time for the \( i \)th station and the \( j \)th phase, and \( r_i^{(j)} \) is a parameter set to 1 when we could pick the onset visually and set to 0 when we could not. Equation (4) means that the average of the offset \( t_j^{(i)} - s_j^{(i)} \) should be zero, where average is computed for all available handpicked arrival times. Note that \( r_i^{(j)} \) in equation (4) is the parameter for visibility of onsets, while \( w_i^{(j)} \) in equation (1) is the parameter for visibility of wave packets. For a pair of \( i \) and \( j \) with \( w_i^{(j)} = 0 \), \( r_i^{(j)} \) is always 0, but for a pair with \( w_i^{(j)} = 1 \), \( r_i^{(j)} \) can be either of 0 and 1.

In this study, the onset time \( s_j^{(i)} \) is picked from the seismograms to which a low-pass filter with a corner frequency of 1 Hz has been applied. By using \( s_j^{(i)} \) as a reference, the obtained \( t_j^{(i)} \) can be assumed to be the absolute arrival times for the reference frequency of 1 Hz. In other words, our optimization consists of two steps: (i) conventional handpick and (ii) correction by using SA, and the second step is conducted with guaranteeing no systematic shifts. By using such an \( s_j^{(i)} \), the obtained \( f(t) \) in equation (1) can be assumed to be the incoming wave to the array whose onset time is \( t = 0 \). Such a function can be used, for example, for an initial model of the input waveform for future waveform inversion for structural parameters.

Another option to remove the offset is evaluating the offset from the onset time of the \( f(t) \) obtained by using the method in the previous studies [Garcia et al., 2004; Iritani et al., 2010]. Using this approach, we should analyze waveforms of 1 Hz to obtain travel times of 1 Hz. In some problems (including analyses in this study), waveforms of 1 Hz are too complex to conduct waveform analyses. In such cases, both of this approach and our approach require use of longer-period waveforms, which causes systematic bias. However, our approach is expected to suffer from smaller amount of bias for most of applications because longer-period data are used only for the correction stage. Quantitative comparison of bias is shown in the next subsection.

In the actual optimization, we assume \( f(t) = 0 \) outside the time window specified a priori. We set \( f(t) = 0 \) for \( t < 0 \) and \( t > t_w \), where \( t_w \) is the appropriate length of the time window. Because we impose the condition of equation (4), we can assume that the offset of \( f(t) \) at is \( t = 0 \), and the assumption of \( f(t) = 0 \) for \( t < 0 \) will not have significant impact on obtained solutions. In contrast, the choice of \( t_w \) may significantly affect solutions. We therefore choose appropriate \( t_w \) by trial and error. Note that \( t_w \) is different for each event. The explicit method for making the choice is presented in the next subsection.

The initial values of each parameter and the range of the parameter space are also identical to those in Iritani et al. [2010] except for the following points. In this study, we set the initial value of \( f^{(i)} \) as \( s^{(i)} \), where we can pick the onset (i.e., when \( f^{(i)} = 1 \)). When we cannot (i.e., when \( f^{(i)} = 0 \), we estimate unknown onset times from other handpicked onset times and use the estimated \( s^{(i)} \) as the initial value. The procedure for the estimation is as follows: For each event and phase type \( (j = 1, j = 2 \) or \( j = 3 \)) we determine the optimal polynomial functions, which best explains the handpicked onset times, as a function of distance; we then estimate \( s^{(i)} \) at the distance of this station using the optimal polynomial functions for the phase \( j \). We search

\[ \sum_j \sum_i r_i^{(j)}(s_j^{(i)} - s_j^{(i)}) = 0. \] (4)

where \( s_j^{(i)} \) is the handpicked onset time for the \( i \)th station and the \( j \)th phase, and \( r_i^{(j)} \) is a parameter set to 1 when we could pick the onset visually and set to 0 when we could not. Equation (4) means that the average of the offset \( t_j^{(i)} - s_j^{(i)} \) should be zero, where average is computed for all available handpicked arrival times. Note that \( r_i^{(j)} \) in equation (4) is the parameter for visibility of onsets, while \( w_i^{(j)} \) in equation (1) is the parameter for visibility of wave packets. For a pair of \( i \) and \( j \) with \( w_i^{(j)} = 0 \), \( r_i^{(j)} \) is always 0, but for a pair with \( w_i^{(j)} = 1 \), \( r_i^{(j)} \) can be either of 0 and 1.

In this study, the onset time \( s_j^{(i)} \) is picked from the seismograms to which a low-pass filter with a corner frequency of 1 Hz has been applied. By using \( s_j^{(i)} \) as a reference, the obtained \( t_j^{(i)} \) can be assumed to be the absolute arrival times for the reference frequency of 1 Hz. In other words, our optimization consists of two steps: (i) conventional handpick and (ii) correction by using SA, and the second step is conducted with guaranteeing no systematic shifts. By using such an \( s_j^{(i)} \), the obtained \( f(t) \) in equation (1) can be assumed to be the incoming wave to the array whose onset time is \( t = 0 \). Such a function can be used, for example, for an initial model of the input waveform for future waveform inversion for structural parameters.

Another option to remove the offset is evaluating the offset from the onset time of the \( f(t) \) obtained by using the method in the previous studies [Garcia et al., 2004; Iritani et al., 2010]. Using this approach, we should analyze waveforms of 1 Hz to obtain travel times of 1 Hz. In some problems (including analyses in this study), waveforms of 1 Hz are too complex to conduct waveform analyses. In such cases, both of this approach and our approach require use of longer-period waveforms, which causes systematic bias. However, our approach is expected to suffer from smaller amount of bias for most of applications because longer-period data are used only for the correction stage. Quantitative comparison of bias is shown in the next subsection.

In the actual optimization, we assume \( f(t) = 0 \) outside the time window specified a priori. We set \( f(t) = 0 \) for \( t < 0 \) and \( t > t_w \), where \( t_w \) is the appropriate length of the time window. Because we impose the condition of equation (4), we can assume that the offset of \( f(t) \) at is \( t = 0 \), and the assumption of \( f(t) = 0 \) for \( t < 0 \) will not have significant impact on obtained solutions. In contrast, the choice of \( t_w \) may significantly affect solutions. We therefore choose appropriate \( t_w \) by trial and error. Note that \( t_w \) is different for each event. The explicit method for making the choice is presented in the next subsection.

The initial values of each parameter and the range of the parameter space are also identical to those in Iritani et al. [2010] except for the following points. In this study, we set the initial value of \( f^{(i)} \) as \( s^{(i)} \), where we can pick the onset (i.e., when \( f^{(i)} = 1 \)). When we cannot (i.e., when \( f^{(i)} = 0 \), we estimate unknown onset times from other handpicked onset times and use the estimated \( s^{(i)} \) as the initial value. The procedure for the estimation is as follows: For each event and phase type \( (j = 1, j = 2 \) or \( j = 3 \)) we determine the optimal polynomial functions, which best explains the handpicked onset times, as a function of distance; we then estimate \( s^{(i)} \) at the distance of this station using the optimal polynomial functions for the phase \( j \). We search
the optimal values of $t^{(i)}$ between
\[ |t_{j}^{(i)} - s_{j}^{(i)}| < 0.75 \quad \text{and} \quad |t_{j}^{(i)} - s_{j}^{(i)}| < 3.0 \]
for the cases of $t_{j}^{(i)} = 1$ and $t_{j}^{(i)} = 0$, respectively. The wider range of the parameter space in the latter case is based on the fact that we can have large errors in $s_{j}^{(i)}$ because of uncertainties in the extrapolations.

### 2.3. Example

Examples of the observed waveforms, the measured traveltimes, and the obtained reference waveform are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a is for a deep event (112 km depth) for which depth phases are not in the record section, while Figure 2b is for a shallow event (7 km depth) for which both direct and depth phases are in the section. In general, we invert only direct $P$ phases when direct and depth phases are separated, while we invert both direct and depth phases when they overlap with each other. We also show comparison between observed and synthetic seismograms in Figure 3.

For the actual waveform fitting to measure the arrival times, a causal filter with a corner frequency of 0.5 Hz is applied to the observed waveforms. Note that $d^{(i)}(t)$ in equation (2) is a seismogram to which this filter is applied. As we discussed in the previous subsection, the obtained optimal onset time, $t_{j}^{(i)}$ in equation (1), is not that for 1 Hz in a strict sense; however, it is assumed to be essentially identical to it because of the following reason. First of all, differential arrival times between 1 and 0.5 Hz are not very large (the maximum is about 0.17 s for the PREM attenuation model of Dziewonski and Anderson [1981], while observed traveltime residuals shown later in Figure 7 range between −9.2 and 8.1 s with an root-mean-square amplitude of 2.1 s). If we do not use our two-step optimization, these differential times are the expected amount of bias. However, because our approach uses the constraints of equation (4), most of the bias is expected to be corrected. Note that differential times are completely corrected by equation (4) if they are identical among all stations and phases (i.e., if $t^{*}$ are all identical). The errors are only caused by differential $t^{*}$ within the array. The largest bias will never exceed 0.1 s for the array size used in this study.

The parameters used in traveltime measurements are summarized in Table 1. Explicit procedures to determine these parameters are shown below using the event in Figure 2a as an example. By visual inspection, we assume that the AB, CD, and EF branches are observed only before 20.1°, between 15.4° and 24.6°, and beyond 24.6°, respectively.

#### Figure 3. (a) Comparison of observed and synthetic waveforms (shown in light gray and red, respectively) for the event of Figure 2a. (b) The same as Figure 2a except that the waveforms are for the event of Figure 2b. (c) Comparison for representative three stations in the record section of Figure 3a. In each panel, the number on the top denote the distance, the black and red traces are observed seismograms to which a low-pass filter with the corner frequency of 1 and 0.5 Hz, respectively, is applied, and the green trace is a synthetic seismogram for the optimal parameters to explain the red trace. The vertical line on the top two traces denote the onset time handpicked from the black trace. The vertical lines and colored circles on the bottom trace denote the optimal arrival times, where the same colors as those in Figure 2 are used to identify phase type.

#### Table 1. Parameters Used in Traveltime Measurements for the Waveform Data in Figure 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>$w_1$</th>
<th>$w_2$</th>
<th>$w_3$</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>$r_1$</th>
<th>$r_2$</th>
<th>$r_3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Event at 21:24:38 10/10/2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ ≤ 15.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.4 ≤ Δ ≤ 20.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$t_2 &lt; t_1$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.1 ≤ Δ ≤ 24.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$t_2 &lt; t_3$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.6 ≤ Δ</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event at 01:02:16 01/18/2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ ≤ 16.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.0 ≤ Δ ≤ 20.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$t_2 &lt; t_1$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.5 ≤ Δ ≤ 24.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$t_2 &lt; t_3$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.3 ≤ Δ</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See the text for the definitions for each variable.*
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The parameters $w_i^{(t)}$ in equation (1) are uniquely determined from these observations. Secondary CD branches should be before 20.1° and beyond 24.6°, but they are not clearly confirmed in the record section in Figure 2a. BC and DE branches are not clearly confirmed either. We ignore contributions of these later phases. Because the largest phase shift by phase overlap is $\pi/2$ (0.5 s in this study) even for cases when two phases have comparable amplitudes, neglect of minor later phases will not alter the main results of this paper. By visual inspection, we also assume that the initial phase types are AB, CD, and EF for stations before 15.4°, between 15.4° and 24.6°, and beyond 24.6°, respectively. We therefore impose the corresponding constraints of the sequence of equation (3). For the constraint of equation (4), we could handpick the onset only for the initial phase. The parameters $n_j^{(i)}$ are thus set to be 1 only for the initial phase and 0 for the others.

Using the above parameters, we obtained $t_i^{(j)}$, $A_i^{(j)}$, and $f(t)$ to minimize the norm of equation (2). To conduct the optimization for minimizing equation (2), we have to a priori specify the length of the time series $f(t)$, $t_{aw}$, defined in the previous subsection. We first inspect the record section and roughly estimate the length of common waveforms for every phase and station. For example, for the case of Figure 2a, we can see that the length is between 5 and 8 s from the duration time of wave packets with larger amplitudes in the smallest and largest distance ranges. (Although the choice of the common part is based on coherence and amplitudes, it is inevitably ad hoc as it was so in the previous studies by Garcia et al. [2004] and Iritani et al. [2010].) After several trial and error iterations, we found that the optimal length is $t_{aw} = 6.0$ s, because $f(t)$ becomes almost zero at the end of the time window (i.e., at $t = t_{aw}$; see the bottom traces in Figures 2a and 2b). Such an $f(t)$ can be assumed to be a plausible input waveform to the array. The obtained $f(t)$ is a waveform of the direct phase for the event of Figure 2a, but it is a composite waveform of the direct and depth phases for the event of Figure 2b.

In the optimization, we search for optimal values by using 16 random seeds: For each event, we conduct 16 optimizations using different sets of random numbers, and, for each event, station and phase, we obtain 16 different optimal onset times $t_i^{(j)}$. We compute their average and standard deviation to evaluate the measured onset time and its error. When the standard deviation is greater than 0.15 s, we discard it because the measurement is considered to be unstable. Because the observed data $d_i^{(t)}(t)$ in equation (2) are velocity seismograms of 0.5 Hz, we expect time shifts of more than 2 sec if we have a cycle skip problem. The threshold of 0.15 s roughly corresponds to the criterion that we have such a cycle skip problem for 1, at most, of 16 trials. Even if the standard deviation is small, there are several optimal values that obviously have cycle skip problems, but such data are also discarded. The cycle skip problems can be easily identified by visual inspection because we a priori identify where all of the focused phases are in the record section. In other words, our traveltime measurements are based on visual inspection with the aid of the waveform fitting procedures to obtain explicit numbers of the onset time.

The obtained $t_i^{(j)}$ are shown by red, green, and purple circles in Figure 2. We can see that the obtained arrival times trend continuously without any discontinuities at the phase cross-over distances (e.g., at $\Delta = 15.4°$ and $\Delta = 24.6°$ for the case of Figure 2a), which provides confirmation of the accuracy of our phase associations specified by the parameters in Table 1. If we have implausible discontinuities in the trends, we revise the parameters until continuous trends are obtained.

The comparison between observed and synthetic seismograms (Figures 3a and 3b) shows that overall features of waveforms are well simulated both for initial and later phases, which shows overall accuracy of our traveltime measurements. However, close inspection of waveforms (light gray and red lines in Figures 3a and 3b) shows some detailed features (e.g., sharp onsets at larger distances for the event of Figure 3a and complex waveforms at closer distances for the event of Figure 3b) are not well modeled, which is probably due to distortion of waveforms by complex structures in subduction zones. Such distortion can be possible source of traveltime measurement errors which are drawbacks of systematic and semi-automatic measurements.

Comparison for individual seismograms (Figure 3c) shows that, when we observe an isolated wave packet (for 13.4 and 25.7°) our inversion is comparable to traveltime measurements using conventional cross-correlation techniques. However, for cases when multiple phases overlap with each other (for 21.2°), our method should improve time picking. Because, in these seismograms, the secondary phases have much larger amplitudes than the initial phases, a traveltime for the maximum cross-correlation can be biased by or may be essentially equivalent to a traveltime of the secondary phase. Our inversion therefore has merits not
Figure 4. (a) Distribution of events used in this study. Red stars denote events for which traveltimes are measured by the waveform fitting described in section 2. Green stars denote events for which traveltimes are measured by handpicking the onset time. Thick black lines denote the 30° from the centroid of the NECESSArray stations. (b) Distribution of stations used in this study. Red, green, and blue circles denote NECESSArray, F-net and other stations, respectively. The nearby event distribution is also shown by small red stars for reference.

only in its ability to measure the secondary phases but also in its accuracy for both traveltimemeasurements and phase association.

3. Observed Traveltime Data

3.1. Data Set Categories and Traveltime Measurement Methods

The distribution of the events used in this study is shown in Figure 4a. To categorize the data set, we classify the events as (i) events at triplication distances (Figure 4a, red stars) and (ii) events at teleseismic distances (Figure 4a, green stars).

The distribution of the stations used in this study is shown in Figure 4b. To categorize the data set, we classify the stations as (i) stations of NECESSArray (Figure 4b, red circles), (ii) stations of F-net (Figure 4b, green circles), and (iii) other stations from IRIS GSN or CDSN (Figure 4b, blue circles).

According to the event and station category, we measured traveltimes by using different methods, as summarized in Table 2. For the events at triplication distances, we measured traveltimes by waveform fitting described in the previous section. Optimization is separately conducted for each station category. We therefore obtain different reference functions, $f(t)$, for F-net and NECESSArray for the same event. This is because directivity effects are considered to be azimuthal dependent. The F-net stations sometimes have wide azimuthal variations because some events are inside or very close to the network. For such cases, we divide F-net into several subnetworks and invert for different reference functions, $f(t)$, for each subnetwork. For the IRIS GSN or CDSN stations, we do not invert for reference functions, $f(t)$, but fix it to that obtained for the stations of NECESSArray. This is because the station density for this category of the dataset is insufficient to independently determine $f(t)$. Because the azimuthal coverage of this data set is similar to that of NECESSArray (see the event distribution in Figure 4b), the reference function can be considered to be more or less similar. For teleseismic data, we measured arrival times by handpicking the onset because the waveforms are not contaminated by phase overlap.

| Table 2. Methods for Traveltime Measurements for Each Data Set Category$^a$ |
|--------------------|--------|--------|--------|
|                    | NECESSArray | F-net   | Others |
| Triplication       | waveform fitting | waveform fitting | waveform fitting$^*$ |
| Telesismic         | handpicking  | handpicking | -      |

$^a$For the data set denoted by $^*$, optimization is conducted in a simplified way. See the text for the details.
Figure 5. (a) The number of measured traveltimes in our triplication data set as a function of bottoming depth. Dark and light gray denote data for initial and secondary phases, respectively. (b) Average and standard deviation of measurement errors of traveltimes in our triplication data set as a function of bottoming depth. (c) Scatterplot between residuals measured by using waveform fitting (horizontal axis) and hand picking (vertical axis).

3.2. Observed Traveltimes

We present distributions of observed traveltime residuals together with the path coverage of our data set. Our data set consists of data for events at triplication distances (about 22,000 measurements) and data for events at teleseismic distances (about 19,000 measurements). In this section, we primarily focus on the former data set to see the improvements made by the use of the secondary phases.

Figure 5a shows the distribution of bottoming depths of our triplication data set. The secondary phase data comprise only 24% of the data set; however, they significantly fill the gaps where initial phases do not sample. In the data set of the initial phases, we have significant gaps of bottoming depths just above the 410 and the 660. By using the secondary phases, the gap above the 410 is well filled. The gap above the 660 is also filled, but the number of observations is not large because secondary CD branches (see Figure 1 for the phase name convention) were, in general, hard to confirm in record sections. We therefore expect that the main improvement in the resolution should be observed just above the 410 km discontinuity.

The top figure in Figure 6 shows path coverages of the initial and the secondary phases bottoming between depths of 310 and 410 km. We see that the secondary phases densely sample the regions beneath the Japan Sea, the Korean Peninsula, and the Yellow Sea, whereas the initial phases sparsely sample there. Primary improvements of the resolution are therefore expected in these regions.

Figure 5b shows average and standard deviation of measurement errors of traveltimes in our triplication data set as a function of bottoming depth. The measurement errors are estimated from standard deviations of optimal traveltimes as presented in section 2.2. Traveltimes for P waves bottoming between 210 and 760 km depths have larger errors compared with P waves bottoming in other depth ranges. The initial and the secondary phases have comparable errors in this depth range (0.036 ± 0.028 s for the initial phase...
Figure 6. Comparison of path coverage of \( P \) waves bottoming (top) between 310 and 410 km depth and comparison of the recovered checkerboard patterns at the depth ranges of (middle) 310–360 km and (bottom) 360–410 km for the case when we use both the initial and secondary phases (left) and when we use only the initial phase (right). In all figures, the regions with notable differences are shown by thick black circles.

The results suggest that complexities due to phase overlap cause degradation of traveltime measurements both for the initial and secondary phases. However, because we applied a low threshold (0.15 s was the maximum of acceptable errors), such degradation will not seriously affect the accuracy of the tomography models.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the observed residuals projected at the bottoming point. Cap averages over 2\(^\circ\) are shown. Only the points with more than three observations are plotted. The residuals are relative to the prediction of the AK135 model [Kennett et al., 1995]. In the upper mantle (above 410 km depth), the region above the subducting slabs, in general, shows large positive anomalies, which suggests strong low-velocity anomalies in the wedge regions. In the transition zone, we can see abrupt decreases of the residuals from 410–510 to 510–660 km depth, which suggests strong high-velocity anomalies in the lower half of the transition zone. In the top of the lower mantle (660–760 km depths), residuals are, in general, small, which suggests weak heterogeneities there. These features are retrieved in the velocity model presented below (in Figure 9).

To measure traveltime residuals of the teleseismic data, we used handpicking rather than the method presented in this paper. This is because the primary purpose of this study is to improve the resolution in the vicinity of mantle discontinuities. To test measurement accuracies, we compare the residuals which are measured by using these two methods (Figure 5c). We compared 4528 residuals for all 40 teleseismic events that occurred in 2009. Standard deviation of differences is 0.21 s which is comparable to the acceptable errors for triplication data (0.15 s), and, more importantly, we do not confirm any systematic bias between two methods.

4. Velocity Models
4.1. Tomography Method
The initial velocity model is the AK135 model [Kennett et al., 1995] with slight modification. The modifications are made to avoid complexity of the traveltime curves caused by the second-order discontinuity at 120 km depth in AK135. We applied smoothing to the structures between the Moho and 210 km depth. The discrepancy between the traveltimes predicted by the modified model and the original AK135 is 0.2 s at most, which will not alter the conclusions of this study. The initial source parameters are those in the PDE.
Figure 7. Observed traveltime residuals projected at the bottoming points. Cap-averaged residuals over 2° in radius are shown for each depth range. Residuals are relative to the traveltimes predicted by the AK135 model [Kennett et al., 1995].

The slowness perturbations with respect to the initial velocity model are expanded in terms of blocks. For regions where we expect higher resolution (the region 96°E–162°E, 18°N–60°N and 0–860 km depth), we use finer blocks with a horizontal dimension of 2° × 2° and a vertical thickness of 35–100 km. Outside these regions, we use coarse blocks with a horizontal dimension of 6° × 6° and a vertical thickness of 400–429 km. In other words, we conduct global tomography but use finer grids only in regions where we expect good resolution. Perturbations with respect to the initial source parameters are allowed only for the origin time, because of difficulties in tightly constraining all the source parameters since the events are mostly outside of the station networks used in this study.

The inversion is based on conventional damped least squares. We iteratively update the velocity and the source parameters until we obtain satisfactory convergence of the model. We fixed the ray to that for the initial model and did not take perturbations due to model alternation into account. The effects of this approximation are discussed in section 5. Variances of traveltime residual for the initial and final models are 1.55 s² and 0.49 s², respectively, and variance reduction is 90%. If we modify only source parameters and fix structural parameters to the initial model, variance reduction was only 23%. Variance reduction is comparable for each data type: 89% and 93% are achieved for triplication data and teleseismic data, respectively, and 91%, 87%, and 91% are achieved for AB, CD, and EF branches in Figure 1a, respectively.
### 4.2. Resolution

We first compare the resolution of our model with that of the model obtained by using only initial phases. The recovered checkerboard patterns of slowness perturbations of ±5% are compared in Figures 6 and 8. Note that the checkerboard patterns exist in both the horizontal and vertical directions: i.e., the sign of the perturbations of one block is always opposite to that of the next blocks. The observed patterns therefore show the resolutions for the minimum spatial scales to be expressed by our model parameters.

As shown in Figure 8, for the shallower region above 260 km depth, we do not see any significant differences in the recovered patterns. However, for the depth range between 310 and 410 km, we see clear improvements in the recovered pattern (in the regions shown by thick black circles in Figure 6). This is due to the
improvements in the path coverage just above the 410 km discontinuity (shown in Figure 6 (top left) and Figure 6 (top right)). Similar improvements are observed for the depth range between 560 and 660 km (Figure 8), but the improvements are marginal. This is probably due to the relatively smaller number of secondary phases bottoming just above the 660 compared with that for the 410 (see Figure 5a). Note that smaller improvements do not necessarily mean poor resolution. We actually have good resolution in the depth range of 560–660 km, as can be seen in Figure 8.

4.3. Comparison of Models
We next compare our model with the model obtained by using only the initial phase data (Figure 9). As expected from the resolution test in Figure 8, we do not see significant differences in the depth ranges.
Figure 9. Comparison of the obtained $P$ velocity models when we use (left) both the initial and secondary phases and (right) the initial phase only. Velocity perturbations with respect to the modified AK135 model (see the text for details) are shown for each depth range. The percentages shown in the upper right are the maximum absolute values of the velocity perturbation for that depth range. Green lines denote the locations of the vertical cross sections shown in Figure 10. Green triangles denote the locations of off-arc Holocene volcanoes (denoted by large triangles) and Pleistocene volcanoes (denoted by small triangles). The regions where we see notable differences are denoted by thick black circles.

above 260 km. However, for the structures between depths of 310 and 410 km, we see clear differences. Lower velocity anomalies beneath the Japan Sea and the Korean Peninsula are more pronounced in our model.

Such differences are also clearly observed in the vertical cross sections shown in Figure 10. Strong low-velocity anomalies are clearly observed down to the 410 in sections b-1 and c-1 (in the regions shown by thin black circles). However, the low-velocity anomalies just above the 410 are less clear in sections b-2 and c-2 obtained using only initial phase data. Such differences can affect interpretations for the origin of the off-arc volcanoes in this region, which will be discussed in the next section.
5. Discussion

In Figures 9 and 10, we show the distribution of off-arc Holocene and Pleistocene Volcanoes presented in Chen et al. [2007]. Because many of these volcanoes are located in the vicinity of the three sections in Figure 10, these three sections should give insight for the origin of off-arc volcanoes in this region.

We first compare the sections of our model (sections a-1, b-1, and c-1 in Figure 10) with the corresponding sections of the model obtained by using initial phase data only (sections a-2, b-2, and c-2 in Figure 10). In the second and third sections, we observe significant discrepancies (shown by thin black circles in Figure 10). We observe strong low-velocity anomalies just above the 410 km discontinuity in sections b-1 and c-1, whereas such anomalies are less prominent in sections b-2 and c-2. We therefore confirm the importance of the use of the secondary phases for discussing possible link between deep anomalies and the off-arc volcanism in this region.
Figure 10. Comparison of the vertical cross sections for the locations specified in Figures 8 and 9. The model obtained by using (a-1, b-1, and c-1) both the initial and secondary phases and that obtained by using (a-2, b-2, and c-2) the initial phase only are shown. Green triangles denote the locations of off-arc volcanoes in Figure 9. The regions where we see notable differences are denoted by thin black circles. The green lines denote a typical raypath sampling the low-velocity anomalies beneath the Changbai Volcano for the initial model (upper lines) and the final model (lower lines). See the text for details.

Comparing the vertical sections in a-1, b-1, and c-1, a difference in the heterogeneity patterns is obvious. First, strong low-velocity anomalies extend down to the 410 km discontinuity in sections b-1 and c-1, whereas no anomalies are seen in section a-1. Next, the stagnant slab is clearly visible in the transition zone in sections a-1 and c-1, but the flat slab is unclear in section b-1, as has been pointed out by Obayashi et al. [2011] and Tang et al. [2014]. These regional variations suggest that the off-arc volcanoes in this region do not have a common origin.

Sections b-1 and b-2 cut into the vicinity of the Changbai Volcano. The structure in this region has been extensively discussed in previous studies, but the detailed features remain controversial. For example, some models [e.g., Lei and Zhao, 2005; Zhao et al., 2009; Li and van der Hilst, 2010; Tang et al., 2014] show low-velocity anomalies down to 410 km depth, while other models [e.g., Huang and Zhao, 2006; Obayashi et al., 2011; Wei et al., 2012] suggest low-velocity anomalies are confined to the uppermost 200–300 km mantle. Our model (section b-1) clearly shows low-velocity anomalies down to 410 km, which supports a deep origin for the magmatism.

A weakness in our approach is that we have assumed a 1-D velocity model for ray tracing. We do not believe this approximation significantly affects our main conclusions. To examine this we first compare raypaths, which sample the focused low-velocity anomalies, for the initial and the final models (Figure 10, green lines). We conducted 3-D ray tracing for the event and station shown by the blue star and circle in Figure 11, respectively. At a distance of 19.5° the bottoming depth for the 1-D initial model and for the 3-D final model are 351 km depth and 401 km depth, respectively, which will cause bias in the obtained model. Nonetheless, we believe that the observed low-velocity anomalies are robust because of the following evidence.

We plot the observed traveltime residuals for events and stations (shown by the red stars and yellow circles in Figure 11a) in the vicinity of those in the above example. Note that the distance is corrected to the case when the event depth is 0 km. The observed scatter in the residuals for the different events probably results from using the source parameters in PDE rather than relocated sources. However, because we cannot precisely tell to which extent the errors in the source parameters contribute to the observed residuals, we here discuss only the overall features of the residuals for the initial parameters (i.e., the source parameters in PDE). The increase of the observed residuals almost disappear beyond the distance of 17° (Figure 11b) although the raypath travel for longer distance in the higher-velocity slab (see the raypath in Figure 10). Such features are predicted by our final model (Figure 11b, green line), while they are not predicted if we excluded...
**Figure 11.** (a) Events (red stars) and stations (yellow circles), for which residuals are measured in Figure 11b. The red triangle and the green line denote the location of the Changbai Volcano and the section of Figure 10b-1, respectively. The $P$ velocity model in Figure 9 at 310–360 km depth is overplotted. The event and station for which the raypath is shown in Figure 10 are also plotted by the blue star and the blue circle, respectively. (b) The observed $P$ residuals as a function of distance. The distance is corrected to that for the event with 0 km depth. Colored lines denote predicted residuals computed for our final model (green) and our final model without heterogeneities between 310 and 410 km depth (blue). In predicting residuals, we used 3-D ray tracing.

The results suggest the need of low-velocity anomalies at the bottom of the upper mantle to explain the observations.

**A deep origin for the Changbai Volcano is directly suggested by observed waveforms (Figure 12).** $P$ waves for the event shown by the red star in Figure 12a ($M_w = 5.1; 382$ km depth) sample the region beneath the Changbai Volcano. In Figure 12b, we plot the observed $P$ waveforms aligned by synthetic onset times of $P$ or diffracted $P$ (diffracted waves beyond the cusp B in Figure 1) bottoming above or on the 410 km discontinuity. Note that the origin time of the plot in Figure 12b is different from that in Figure 2: The origin time in Figure 2 was the synthetic arrival times of the initial $P$ rather than AB or its diffracted waves. The observed onset times (shown by red circles in Figure 12b) increase as distance increases, which shows that the apparent velocity of $P$ is slower than the prediction. The diffracted $P$ bottoming on the 410 is also visible in Figure 12b, and its apparent velocity is also slower than predicted. These observations point to a low-velocity anomaly above the 410.

**Figure 12.** (a) Sampling region of $P$ waves recorded with NECESSArray for the event at 06:48:11 on 5 February 2010 ($M_w = 5.1; 382$ km depth). The yellow circles and the red star denote the location of stations and the event, respectively. The heavy gray lines denote raypaths of $P$ or diffracted $P$ piercing the region between 310 and 410 km depths. The red triangle and the green line denote the location of the Changbai Volcano and the section of Figure 10b-1, respectively. The $P$ velocity model in Figure 9 at 310–360 km depth is overplotted. (b) The observed $P$ waveforms for the event of Figure 12a. The horizontal axis denotes the time relative to the synthetic arrival times of $P$ or diffracted $P$ bottoming above the 410 km discontinuity. The synthetic times are computed for the AK135 model [Kennett et al., 1995]. The red and green circles are observed onset times, and the purple arrow denotes rough estimation of apparent velocity of the observed diffracted $P$. 
Revenaugh and Sipkin [1994] have suggested that a low-velocity zone (LVZ) atop the 410 about 80 km thick exists above the stagnant slab in easternmost Asia. Our model suggests strong low-velocity anomalies at 310–410 km depths that are located above the regions of high-velocity anomalies at 460–660 km depths (Figure 9). Note that, because they analyzed longer-period waves (longer than 25 s), the boundary at the top of the LVZ is not necessarily sharp. Most of their corridors (except for their Corridor 1) sample our low-velocity regions, and their LVZ may correspond to our low-velocity anomalies.

Bagley et al. [2009] suggested a similar LVZ exists in regions oceanward of the subducting Honshu slab, but we cannot observe pronounced corresponding slow anomalies in our model, which is probably due to insufficient resolution there (Figure 8). Receiver function analyses beneath the Japanese islands [e.g., Tonegawa et al., 2006, 2008; Kawakatsu and Yoshioka, 2011] could not detect such an LVZ. Our model does not have strong low-velocity anomalies in those regions (Figure 9), but, because the resolution of our model is not so high there (Figure 8), we cannot conclude the absence of an LVZ.

The unclear (or a gap of) stagnant slab beneath the Changbai Volcano has only been explicitly pointed out in a few studies [e.g., Obayashi et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2014]. Regional array analyses by Wang and Niu [2010] detected weaker higher-velocity anomalies in the northern part of their study region (their subregion C) than those in the southern part (their subregion A), which implicitly suggests the unclear stagnant slab. Robustness of this feature has been discussed by Tang et al. [2014] who showed a larger amplitude signal of teleseismic S waves passing through this region. Our model and the model by Obayashi et al. [2011] show normal or slightly higher velocities, while the S wave model by Tang et al. [2014] shows lower velocity anomalies there. The discrepancies should be caused by a difference in analysis methods: Obayashi et al. [2011] and this study analyzed absolute P traveltimes for events at both triplication and teleseismic distances, while the S wave model of Tang et al. [2014] was obtained by analyzing relative S traveltimes within NECESSArray for events at teleseismic distances. Because the transition zone beneath NECESSArray, in general, has higher velocities, the stagnant slab could be imaged as a relatively low velocity anomaly.

Based on their S model, Tang et al. [2014] suggested a low-velocity conduit to the Changbai Volcano. In our model, such features are clear in the upper mantle but are not in the transition zone (the lower black circle in Figure 13). The discrepancies in the transition zone are probably due to the difference in analysis method as it was described above. The low-velocity anomalies atop the 410 are more pronounced in our model (the upper black circle in Figure 13). The initial model of Tang et al.’s S model was scaled from a global P model (GAP-P2 [Obayashi et al., 2009]). This means that their S model was essentially obtained by using both of the P data set by Obayashi et al. [2009] and the S data set by Tang et al. [2014]. The observed difference suggests that both of the previous data sets have poor resolution in this region.

In our model, the strongest low-velocity anomalies atop 410 beneath the Changbai is −2.2% located at 39°N and 131°E, and pronounced anomalies are observed just beneath or slightly southeastward of the Changbai. The low-velocity anomalies there roughly range between −1 and −2% (see Figure 10b-1), which corresponds to about 100–200°C temperature anomalies if we use the scaling relation by Karato [1993]. Receiver function analysis by Liu et al. [Receiver function images of the mantle transition zone beneath NE China: New constraints on intraplate volcanism, deep subduction, and their potential link, submitted to Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., 2014] (see Figure S4 of Tang et al. [2014] for the results) shows about 10–20 km depression of the 410 km discontinuity in the southeastward of the Changbai, although their studied region covers only a part of the low-velocity region of our model. The results can be consistently interpreted as thermal...
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